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Across

3. a feeling of pensive sadness, typically with no 

obvious cause

5. not discovered or known about; uncertain

11. refusing to obey the orders of a person in 

authority

12. the intention or desire to de evil; ill will

17. feel deep respect or admiration for

19. extreme or alarming importance; seriousness

20. grow or develop in a healthy or vigorous way, 

especially as the result of a particulary favorable 

environment

21. a disorderly retreat of defeated troops

22. diminish or reduce or cause to diminish or reduce 

in thickness toward one end

23. anger or annoyance provoked by what is 

percieved as unfair treatment

26. special honor or respect shown publicly

30. making an exact copy of; reproduce

32. the art of effective or persuasive speaking or 

writing, especially the use of figures of speech and 

othet compositional techniques

34. not able to produce children or young

36. lying stretched out on the ground with one's face 

downward

Down

1. giving the impression that something bad or 

unpleasant is going to happen; threatening; 

inauspicious

2. a persons ability to cope well with difficulties or 

to face a demanding situation in a spirited and 

resilient way

4. reject with disdain or contempt

6. a passionate expression of grief or sorrow

7. extremely unpleasant

8. having a good reputation

9. the state or quality of being vulgar

10. an amount of money or property lefy to someone 

in a will

13. the action or process of instigating an action or 

event

14. the state of being annoyed, frustrated, or 

worried

15. unnatural or abnormal

16. unable to be attacked, questioned, or defeated

18. having or showing an excessive willingness to 

serve or please others

24. a sign or warning that something,especially 

something momentous or calamitous, is likely to 

happen

25. give or grant to in a gracious or condescending 

manner

27. very severe or serious

28. amusement, especially as expressed in laughter

29. defeat thoroughly

31. an amazing or unusual thing, especially one out 

of the ordinary course of nature

33. of like or covered with tar

35. each of nine goddesses, the daughters of Zeus 

and Mnesmosyne, who preside over the arts and 

sciences


